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Abstract 
Our goal is to survey, using three examples, how high-precision computations have stimulated mathematical research 
in the areas of polynomial and rational approximation theory. The first example will be the "1/9" Conjecture in rational 
approximation theory. Here high-precision computations gave strong evidence that this conjecture is false. Gonchar and 
Rakhmanov have given an exact solution of this conjecture. The second example will be the "8" Conjecture in rational 
approximation theory. In this case, high-precision computations and the use of the Richardson extrapolation method led 
to this conjecture. Stahl has proved that this conjecture and its generalization are true. The final example will be the 
Bernstein Conjecture in polynomial approximation theory and its generalization. 
Keywords: Approximation by polynomials; Approximation by rational functions; Best approximation; Richardson's 
extrapolation; Remez algorithm 
AMS classification." 41A10; 41A20; 41A25; 41A50; 65B05 
1. The "1/9" Conjecture 
Let 7Zm,. denote the set of all real rational functions pm(x)/q.(x), where pro(x) and q.(x) are real 
polynomials of degrees at most m and n, respectively. We assume that pro(X) and q.(x) have no 
common factors, that q.(x) does not vanish on [0, +oo), and that q.(x) is normalized by q.(0) = 1. 
Define 2m,n, AI, and A2 by 
2m..:=min{lle-X-rm,.(x)HLoo[o,+~,: rm,.(X) E rCm,.} (m<<.n), (1.1) 
~1/. (1.2) A~ := lim ,~l/. and A2 := lim ...,.. - -n ,  n 
n ...~.oo n - - *oo  
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Cody et al. [10] showed in 1969 that, if {m(n)}n~=0 is any sequence of nonnegative integers with 
O<<.m(n)<<.n for each n>~0, then 
hm 2 ~< . (1.3) 1 <~. • 1/n 1 
n- -~ m(n),n 2.29878 
Since it is obvious from (1.1) that 
20,,~>21,,~>-..>~2,,, (n=O,  1,...), 
we have 
1 
0 ~< A1 ~< A2 ~< 2.2987------8 " 
Thus, the error in the best uniform rational approximation to e -x on [0, +c~) by rational functions 
in r:,,, exhibits geometric convergence to zero. 
Schrnhage [19] showed in 1973 that 
1 
~< 3n20,, ~< v~ (n = 0, 1,...), (1.4) 
6v/(4n + 4) log 3 + 2 + 2 log 2 
so that in fact 
lim ~1/, l (1.5) 
n---*cx~ "~0,n ~ 3 , 
which implies that 
1 
A2~<g. 
9 f/~ -114 Based on (1.5) and the numerical estimates {•0,n}n=0 and from [10], Saff and Varga [18] k n, n Jn=O 
conjectured in 1977 that 
__  _ i (1 .6 )  lim 2,1(n ~- I i.e., a l=Az-  
n---,cx~ 9 '  
This conjecture became known as the "1/9" Conjecture. 
This conjecture attracted the attention of many mathematicians. The best lower bound for A~ of 
(1.2) was obtained by Sch6nhage [20], who showed in 1982 that 
1 
- -  < A1 ,  (1 .7 )  
13.928 
and the best upper bound for A2 of (1.2) was obtained by Opitz and Scherer [16], who showed in 
1985, using an interesting steepest descent approach and numerical optimizations, that 
1 
A2 ~< 9.03-----7" (1.8) 
This result proved that the "1/9" Conjecture of (1.6) is false. Actually, (1.8) shows that the geometric 
convergence rate of 2,1(~ is better than i. 
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Sch6nhage [20], working in the Hilbert space of the Laguerre polynomials, conjectured in 1982 
that 
? 1 
A2 - 9.28546 9'  (1.9) 
while Trefethen and Gutknecht [24], using the Carath6odory-Fej6r real rational approximation 
method, conjectured in 1983 that 
1 
A2 = . (1.10) 
9.28903 
{2.+l,.+l}.=0 and used Richardson extrapolation techniques Trefethen and Gutknecht [24] calculated 18 
on the ratios {2.,./2.+1,.+1}1.8:_t to obtain (1.10). 
{2n,.}n=0 was carried out in 1984 by Carpenter et al. [8] A direct computation of the numbers 30 
using the (second) Remez algorithm [17] and Brent's multiple-precision arithmetic package [4]. 
These computations were carried out with very high precision (230 decimal digits). Using Richardson 
extrapolation techniques (cf. [5, p. 7]) it was conjectured in [8] that 
1 
A2 "-- (1.11) 
9.28902 54919 2081 
The conjecture in (1.11) on rounding, confirms (to the number of digits claimed) the conjecture 
in (1.10) of Trefethen and Gutknecht [24], which is based on totally different computations and 
analyses. 
Let a~ be the nth singular value of the infinite Hankel matrix of Chebyshev coefficients of 
e cx-1)/~x+l) on [-1,1]. In 1986, Magnus [14], using an ingenious estimation of the values cr., found 
the correct answer, namely, 
A2 = e -"K'/x , (1.12) 
where K and K' are the complete lliptic integrals of the first kind, evaluated at the point where 
K = 2E, E being the complete lliptic integral of the second kind. However, a complete proof of 
Magnus's result has not yet been given (cf. [12, p. 321]). Even more astounding is the fact that the 
number e-'~x'/x, which can be calculated to arbitrary precision, is given in Magnus [14] as 
e_rrK,/K : 1 
9.28902 54919 20818 91875 54494 35952... '  (1.13) 
which agrees with all 15 digits of the number given in (1.11), again based on totally different 
computations and analyses. 
Consider the power series defined by 
oo 
f ( z )  := ~-~ ajz J , (1.14) 
j= l  
where 
aj := ~-'~(-1)ad ( l~<j<e~) ,  (1.15) 
aj  
and where d I j := {d: d is a positive integer and j /d  is an integer}. 
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In a remarkable paper in 1987, Gonchar and Rakhmanov [12] gave an exact solution of the 
"1/9" Conjecture using potential-theoretic methods in the complex plane. Their proof is based on 
a construction of multipoint Pad6 approximants. They proved in [12] that A~ and A2 of (1.2) are 
equal, and that A :--- A~ = A2 is the unique positive root of the equation 
o~ 
~-~ a/A / - ~. (1.16) 
j= l  
Using Newton's method, Carpenter [7] computed A from (1.16) to high precision, and, to 101 
significant digits, 1/A is given by 
1/A = 9.28902 54919 20818 91875 54494 35951 74506 10316 94867 75012 
44082 39700 61421 72937 52472 86507 07052 41587 06142 47144.. . ,  (1.17) 
which confirms the numerical approximations of (1.10), (1.11), and (1.13). 
The numerical calculations that led to (1.9), (1.10), and (I. 11 ) are of a different status from those 
that led to (1.13) and (1.17). The calculations in (1.13) and (1.17) arise from the analytic solution 
of the "1/9" Conjecture given by Magnus [14] and Gonchar and Rakhmanov [12], respectively, while 
the calculations in (1.9), (1.10), and (1.11) arise from conjectures. 
At the end of 1986 Gonchar (cf. [12, p. 322]) received a letter from Magnus saying that he had 
discovered the equations 
oo 
(2j + 1)2 (_A)j(j+l)/2 = 0, (1.18) 
j=0 
and 
~o .1 jAJ _-- ! (1.19) = - ( -A ) J  8 ,  
in Halphen's book [13], and that in 1886, exactly 100 years earlier, Halphen computed the value 
of A from (1.18) to six significant digits. We should thus call the constant A the Halphen constant. 
2. The "8" Conjecture and its generalization 
Let 7Zm,, denote the set of all real rational functions pm(x)/q,(x), where pro(x) and qn(X) are real 
polynomials of degrees at most m and n, respectively. We assume that pro(X) and q,(x) have no 
common factors, that q,(x) does not vanish on [-1,+1],  and that q,(x) is normalized by q,(O) = 1. 
For any positive number ~, let 
E.,.([x[2"; [ -1 ,+1] ) :=  inf {[[Ix[ 2~ -rn,n(X)[]L~[-1,+l]: r.,.(x) C re.,.} (2.1) 
denote the error of best uniform rational approximation from re.,. to [x[ 2" on [-1, +1]. 
One of the first results, for the special case a = ½, was obtained in 1964 by Newman [15], who 
showed that 
1 3 
2e9v ~ <~E,,,( lxl;[-1,+l])<~- ~ (n = 4,5,...). (2.2) 
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Newman's result in (2.2) attracted the attention of many mathematicians, among them Bulanov 
[6], Ganelius [11], Tzimbalario [25], and Vjacheslavov [30, 31]. The strongest result improving the 
inequalities of (2.2) was obtained in 1975 by Vjacheslavov [30], who showed that there exist positive 
constants M~ and M2 such that 
M,<~e ~v~ E...(Ixl;[-1,+ll)<<.M2 (n = 1,2 ... .  ). (2.3) 
Because Ixl is an even function on the interval [ -1,+1],  it is easy to verify (cf. [29, Proposition 
3]) that 
Ez.,z.(Ixl; [-1, +11) = Ez.+,,z.+,(Ixl; [-1, +11) = E.,.(vq; [0, 13), (2.4) 
so that (2.3) takes the form 
M, ~<e ~v~-~ E,,,(x/~;[0, 1])~<M2 (n = 1,2 ... .  ). (2.5) 
While on a visit to Kent State University in April of 1990, Gonchar urged us to numerically 
determine the asymptotic behavior of e~4Y~E2,,2,(Ixl;[-1,+l]), as n ~ oo. So a direct computa- 
tion of the products {e=~'~E, ,(vrX; [0, 4o , 1])},=1 was carried out in 1991 by Varga et al. [29] using 
the (second) Remez algorithm [17] and Brent's multiple-precision arithmetic package [4]. These 
computations were carried out with very high precision (at least 200 significant digits). On using 
the Richardson extrapolation method (of. [5, p. 7]) on these products, there was strong numerical 
evidence for the following conjecture, which became known as the "8" Conjecture: 
l ime ~'/~ E,,,(x/~; [0, 1]) L 8. (2.6) 
n ---~ OO 
Table 1 shows the 9th and 10th columns of the Richardson extrapolation. Stahl [21, 22] proved in 
1992 that this conjecture of (2.6) is true. 
The success of the Richardson extrapolation method applied to the products {e=V~× 
E. . (vq ;  [0, 40 , 1])},=10 gives a strong numerical evidence for the following new conjecture: 
Conjecture 1. e=V~E,,,(x/~; [0, 1]) admits an asymptotic series expansion of  the form 
K1 K2 K3 e"'A-~E t,/~" [0, 1]) ~ 8 + +- -+ +. . .  
n, . ,v - - ,  n ' 
as n ~ oo, where the constants Kj ( j  = 1,2,3,...) are independent of  n. 
This conjecture is still open. Table 2 shows estimates of {Kj}~= 1,where each number is truncated 
to 10 decimal digits. 
There has also been interest in the behavior of E,,,(x'; [0, 1]), for a fixed ~ > 0, which generalizes 
l the special ease a = ~ of (2.5). This ease has also been studied by several mathematicians, among 
them Ganelius [11], Tzimbalario [25], and Vjacheslavov [31]. In this ease, the strongest result was 
obtained in 1979 by Ganelius [11 ], who showed that if a = tr/z is a positive proper rational number, 
then 
[ sin(/r0~)le-Z~C~+2)~< e~ 4V~E,,,(x~; [0, 1])~<B~,~, (2.7) 
where B~,~ is a positive constant depending on tr and z. 
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Table 1 
The 9th and 10th columns of the Richardson extrapolation table of the numbers 
{e'~'/~E,,,,,(v/-X; [0, 11)}4°1o 
9th Richardson extrapolation column 10th Richardson extrapolation column 
8.0000003315671961206546696 
8.0000001954908160426397811 
8.0000001102784540488829795 
8.0000000606534067095188999 
8.0000000328898056473217775 
8.0000000177128920597313591 
8.0000000095246104834276813 
8.0000000051356329619218489 
8.0000000027873890541471473 
8.0000000015286155343083726 
8.0000000008503621249324779 
8.0000000004818513852150904 
8.0000000002792857242205205 
8.0000000001662223537658992 
8.0000000001018861846283786 
8.0000000000644065954058002 
8.0000000000419621984410583 
8.0000000000280990775511207 
8.0000000000192489204346099 
8.0000000000134077625530325 
8.0000000000094285808538428 
8.0000000000066398157884231 
7.9999998669733737396601957 
7.9999998870332782634666396 
7.9999999204721918189077309 
7.9999999487893701387926514 
7.9999999686454709047300160 
7.9999999813856490294315845 
7.9999999891614761167611829 
7.9999999937644296708897119 
7.9999999964368836553304670 
7.9999999979695900224400100 
7.9999999988421666287371331 
7.9999999993370575957653022 
7.9999999996174919169009855 
7.9999999997766671415448461 
7.9999999998673924596859198 
7.9999999999194597844657179 
7.9999999999496419688750299 
7.9999999999673808389086599 
7.9999999999779992400786189 
7.9999999999845068292101649 
7.9999999999886129550248035 
Table 2 
Estimates of {Kj}5i=l to 10 dec- 
imal places 
J 
1 - 6.66432 44072 
2 + 2.77582 62379 
3 - 0.14601 5270 
4 - 0.35994 22092 
5 ÷ 0.07289 48673 
Inspired by the results of  (2.6) and (2.7), we wanted to find out whether numerical results might 
also predict a sharper asymptotic form for Ganelius's result in (2.7), namely, the existence of  a 
positive constant 2(a) such that 
l ime '~ 4'/~ E,,,(x'; [0, 1]) L 2(0 0 (~ > 0). (2.8) 
n--'¢" OG 
So in 1992, we computed in [28] the values of  {E,,,(xJ/8;[O, 1])}3°=, to at least 200 significant 
digits for each of  the six values j = 1,2, 3, 5, 6, 7 (the omitted case j = 4 was previously given 
in [29]). We then applied the Richardson extrapolation method (cf. [5, p. 7]) to the associated 
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Table 3 
1 - 8 Estimates of 2(a) and values of 22(~+1) I sin(~n) I for ~t = { ~J}y=0 
ct 2(~) 22('+t) I sin(~z)] 
0.000 0.00000 0.00000 0000 0000 
0.125 1.82035 9 1.82035 94422 48909 
0.250 4.00000  4.00000 0000 0000 
0.375 6.21509 6 6.21509 58961 20149 
0.500 8.00000  8.00000 0000 0000 
0.625 8.78947 3 8.78947 29077 42480 
0.750 8.00000  8.00000 0000 0000 
0.875 5.14875 4 5.14875 40232 44661 
1.000 0.00000  0.00000 0000 0000 
products {e~E. . (x  J/8; [0, 30 , 1 ] )}n=l .  These extrapolations produced numerical estimates (to at least 
six decimal digits) for 2(~) of (2.8) for these six values of a. 
On close examination, these estimates are exactly represented (to six decimal digits) by the 
function 
22(~+1)1 s in(~)l .  (2.9) 
This is indicated in Table 3, where the function of (2.9) is evaluated to 15 decimal digits for 
comparison with the numerical estimates of 2(~) in column 2. 
The agreement between the last two columns of Table 3 gives strong numerical evidence for the 
conjecture: 
2(00 L 22(~+1) I sin(an)l (~>0) .  (2.10) 
or 
lim e "4'/~ E.,.(x'; [0, 1]) L 22(~+1) I sin(~rc)[ 
n- -~oo  
(~ > 0). (2.11) 
1 The truth of this conjecture would clearly simultaneously generalize the special case ~ = 5 
of (2.6), and sharpen Ganelius's result (2.7). Stahl [23], using potential-theoretic methods in the 
complex plane, proved in 1993 that this conjecture of (2.11) is true. 
The success of the Richardson extrapolation method applied to the products {e~V/~ × 
E,,,(xJ/8; [0, 1])}3° 1 gives strong numerical evidence for the following new conjecture: 
Conjecture 2. ~4v~ e E,,,(x ;[0, 1]) admits an asymptotic series expansion o f  the form 
KI(~) Kz(ot) K3(~) 
e~V~E,,,,tx ~',[0, 1]) ~ 22(~+1)1 sin(~r0[ + ~ + n + ~ +""  
as n ~ o0, where the constants Kj(~) ( j  = 1,2,3 . . . .  ) are independent o f  n. 
1 of Conjecture 2. Table 2 This conjecture is still open. Conjecture 1 is the special case ~ = 
shows estimates of {Kj 1 5 (5) }j=l' where each number is truncated to 10 decimal digits. 
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3. The Bernstein Conjecture and its generalization 
Let re, denote the set of all real polynomials of degree at most n (n = 0, 1,...). For any positive 
number ~, let 
E.(Ixl2 ; [ -1,  +13) :-- inf {lllxl - g(x)llLo+l,+ll: g(x) ~ ~n} (3.1) 
denote the error of best uniform polynomial approximation from nn to Ix] 2~ on [ -1,+1].  Since Ix[ 2~ 
is an even function on the interval [ -1 ,+1] ,  it is easy to verify (cf. [26, p. 4]) that 
g2.(lxl2~; [-1,  +1]) = g,(x~; [0, 1]). 
In 1913 Berstein [1] showed that for each ~ > 0 there exists a positive constant/3(c¢) such that 
/?(c¢) = lim (2n)2~E2,([x]2~; [-1,  +1]) = lim (2n)Z~E,(x~; [0, 1]) (~ > 0). (3.2) 
n---~ OO ?/----~ (x~ 
Bernstein revisited this problem in 1938 by publishing in [2] (reprinted in [3]) some remarkable 
results for the function/3(c¢). Using very difficult techniques, he established in [2] the upper bound 
F(2~)[ sin(~)[ 
/~(~) < (~ > 0), (3.3) 
rc 
as well as the lower bound 
F(2~),sin(n~), (1 -1 ) 
7z 2~ 1 < /? (~) (~ > ½), (3.4) 
from which the precise asymptotic behavior as c¢ --~ c~, namely, 
lim /3(~) = 1, (3.5) 
• (r(2 )l sin(~)l/rt} 
follows. He also established in [2] that 
/?(0) := li~mo/?(~) -- 5"t (3.6) 
0 
For the special case ~ = ½, Bernstein [1] constructively determined in 1913 the following upper 
and lower bounds for/3(½): 
0.278 < /~(½) < 0.286. (3.7) 
He then conjectured [1, p. 56] that 
/~(½) & 1 
27  -- 0.28209 47917 . . . .  (3.8) 
This conjecture became known as the Bernstein Conjecture. 
This conjecture attracted the attention of many mathematicians. In 1985, Varga and Carpenter 
[27], using nontrivial high-precision computations, howed that the Bernstein Conjecture of (3.8) is 
false, in that fl(½) rigorously satisfies 
0.28016 85460... ~<fl(½)~<0.28017 33 91 . . . .  (3.9) 
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Table 4 
Estimates of/~(~) to 40 decimal places 
0.000 5.00000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000E-01 
0.125 3.92106 06865 24306 18102 87889 06500 29516 74073E-01 
0.250 3.48648 23272 56100 43273 50066 090427053 37181E-01 
0.375 3.15241 27414 61107 1876466738 56654 82499 32994E-01 
0.500 2.80169 49902 38691 33036 43649 12306 72000 4248E-01 
0.625 2.36444 76483 6463 84095 46777 48284 0668 05347E-01 
0.750 1.78360 33169 26983 67018 1533 55271 40747 2851E-01 
0.875 1.00876 79735 9134544168 60888 21616 98102 46483E-01 
1.000 0.00000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000E+00 
1.250 2.74965 97507 96998 83110 43751 61314 34800 90980E-01 
1.500 5.91106 95862 73252 18719 17623 47676 7706456234E-01 
1.750 7.00436 70509 81847 47876 41483 52647 2475944023E-01 
2.000 0.00000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000E÷00 
2.250 2.48295 48477 65220 75909 82753 63988 73708 98876E+00 
2.500 7.28031 92389 13027 8383 71440 91741 94820 71406E+00 
2.750 1.12733 90258 80507 55856 52198 44242 73647 99596E÷0t 
3.000 0.00000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000E+00 
119 
Using the (second) Remez algorithm [17] and the Richardson extrapolation method (cf. [5, p. 7]), 
they obtained in [27] the following estimate for 8(½) to 50 significant figures: 
8(1) = 0.28016 94990 23869 13303 64364 91230 67200 00424 82139 81236. (3.10) 
We call this constant he Bernstein constant. 
In order to shed some light on the problem of determining 8(~) in closed form, we computed 
estimates of  8(~) in .[9)0, for a number of different values of ~. For each ~, we computed the 
numbers {E,(x~; [0, 1])j~,= 1 to a precision of  at least 200 significant digits. Then, for each ~, we 
applied the Richardson extrapolation method (of. [5, p. 7]) to the products {(2n)2"E,(x~; [0, 1])},=l,4° 
to obtain an estimate of  8(~) to at least 40 significant digits. In Table 4, we give our estimates of 
The success of  the Richardson extrapolation method applied to the products 
{(2n)2~E,(x~; [0, 1])}4° 1 gives strong numerical evidence for the following new conjecture: 
Conjecture 3. (2n)2~En(x~; [0, 1]) admits an asymptotic series expansion of  the form 
K1(~) K2(~) K3(~) +""  
(2n)2~E,(x~; [0, 1]) ~ 8(~) + n--- T -  + - -7 -  + n-----g-- , 
as n ~ c~, where the constants Kj(~) ( j  = 1,2,3, . . . )  are independent of  n. 
This conjecture is still open. Table 5 shows estimates of {Kj i 7 (~)}j=l' where each number is 
truncated to 10 decimal digits. 
Unfortunately, while we now know many highly accurate estimates for fl(~) of  (3.2), we have 
been unable to find a closed-form expression for 8(~) that exactly fits our computed ata. However, 
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Table 5 
Estimates of {Kj i 7 (~)}j=l t° 10 
decimal places 
j K#) 
1 0.04396 75288 
2 0.02640 71687 
3 0.03125 34264 
4 0.05889 00165 
5 0.16010 69971 
6 0.59543 53151 
7 2.92591 54709 
Table 6 
Estimates of/?(ct) and values of {F(2:t)[ sin(z~)[/n}{l-1/{8ct + c/(v/~+~d)}} 
for ct > 0 
c( fl(~) F(2~)] sin(n:t)[ { 1 - 1 / 
n 8ct + c/(x/~ + ~d) 
0.03125 0.45292 47687 0.45502 42585 
0.06250 0.42680 83946 0.42996 06519 
0.09375 0.40752 60097 0.41012 68720 
0.12500 0.39210 60687 0.39366 38309 
0.25000 0.34864 82327 0.34670 94201 
0.37500 0.31524 12741 0.31235 61673 
0.50000 0.28016 94990 0.27767 40841 
0.62500 0.23644 7648 0.23473 21087 
0.75000 0.17836 03317 0.17740 60897 
0.87500 0.10087 6 974 0.10050 54721 
1.00000 0.00000 0000 0.00000 0000 
1.25000 0.27496 59751 0.27478 67088 
1.50000 0.59110 69586 0.59120 88982 
1.75000 0.70043 67051 0.70078 98216 
2.00000 0.00000 0000 0.00000 0000 
2.25000 2.48295 48478 2.48431 48078 
2.50000 7.28031 92389 7.28370 03741 
2.75000 11.27339 02588 11.27755 89172 
3.00000 0.00000 0000 0.00000 0000 
we give below a tentative expression for the function fl(~) (cf. (3.3)-(3.6)),  namely, 
f l (~)= F(2~)] sin(re')] {1 -  1 } (~ > 0), (3.11) 
8~ + c/(x/~ + ~d) 
where c = 3.12005 23983 42883 and d = 0.21368 05886 03226. 
In Table 6, we give values of  this tentative xpression for fl(ct) to 10 decimal digits for comparison 
with our numerical estimates of  fl(:t). 
We fervently hope that our calculations of  these values of  fl(a) in Table 4 will give insight to 
and will stimulate others to ponder and mathematically solve the question as to what exactly is fl(~) 
for all :t >i 0. 
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